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We consider strictly hyperbolic systems of the following form: 
g + u(u) g = 0 (1) 
where u = U(X, t) is an n-vector and a(~) is a Ca n x n matrix valued function 
of u. We will discuss the development of singularities of solutions of (1) with 
initial data 
24(x, 0) = u&q (2) 
which are smooth and have compact support. It will be shown that when U,,(X) 
is sufficiently small then the first derivatives of u will become infinite in finite 
time. The result is known for n = 1 and n = 2 (Lax [5]). The question has 
been settled when the system is genuinely ?zodineav (John [3]). The purpose 
of this paper is to generalize and refine John’s results. We allow some charac- 
teristic fields to be linearly degenerate so that our result applies for important 
physical systems such as gas dynamics equations. Since waves pertaining 
to linearly degenerate characteristic fields behave almost linearly and do not 
generate singularities, we assume that the initial data U,,(X) contains a nonzero 
amount of nonlinear waves. In many cases weak solutions containing shack 
zuaves can be defined and exist for all time after the formation of singularities. 
For that, one needs an entropy condition to select physical solutions (Lax [4]). 
For the very interesting subsequent behavior of the solution, the reader is 
referred to Glimm [l], Glimm and Lax [2], and Liu [6]. 
Our approach is based on John’s formula on the decomposition of waves. 
For completeness, we give a brief derivation of this formula in Section 1. 
Through effective uses of the hyperbolicity of the system and the assumption 
that linear waves do not generate nonlinear waves (cf. condition (A) of Section 2), 
we show in Section 3 that the solution almost uncouples in a sufficiently short 
time. As an easy consequence, linear waves tend to linear superposition of 
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traveling waves at exponential rates. Our main theorem is proved in Section 4. 
The uncoupling of the solution enables us to compare the solution with that 
for a single equation for which the development of singularities can be shown 
easily. Even for genuinely nonlinear systems, our result slightly refines that 
of [3] in that we do not require the second derivatives of the initial data to be 
small. 
1. JOHN'S FORMULA 
We assume that system (1) is strictly hyperbolic, i.e., U(U) has real and distinct 
eigenvahies 
X,(u) < h,(u) < -.- < X,(u). (3) 
The eigenvectors #(u) and p(u), i = 1, Z,..., n, are normalized as follows: 
where si,, is the Kronecker delta. The solution is decomposed in the basis p 
with variants zlii: 
It follows from (4) and (5) that 
Let d,ldt, be the derivative in the direction of K-characteristic curves C’,: 
We denote by V the gradient with respect to u. It follows from (l), (4) and (5) 
that 
0 = qk - (ut + au,), 
= 7” * (utx + Xku,,) + 7” . a,u, 
“7 
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and thus 
(8) 
Differentiating Tka = hkvk , in the direction of p, we obtain 
(Vyk . P)(a - hk) = (VA, . P) 7j” - qk(Va . P). 
Since afj = h&j and $ * p = Bj, , it follows that 
whence 
and 
(V,k . (i) . 4’ = _ 7” * ‘,9” c) ’ ‘j , j + km (11) 
3 
It follows easily from (4) that v  = Cj ($ * v) E” for any vector v, and so we 
have by differentiating qk .7k = 1: 
0 = (VT” . 5”) . + 
= 7 ($ . rl”)(Vrlk - p) . (j. 
‘I’ke above identity and (11) yield 
(V,k * g) . 5” = - c ($ . ?k)(Vqk . pi) . p 
5#k 
We conclude from (5)-(10) that 
= [Vrl”(“t + ~7,%)1% + 7” 2 
= z. [(A, - &)(V$ * e) . Ei - qk . (Va . p) . p] wiwj , 
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whence we have from (11) and (12) the desired formulas 
Ykii =r_ Y.kij(“) = Ykji 
y&kk = -c;z”lc 
(13) 
for i f  k, (14c) 
Ckij = q * pa * p) - p. 
From (14d) we have the following important relation: 
y&i = 0 for i f  ;Z. 
2. ASSUMPTIONS 
The system (1) is assumed to be either genuinely nonlinear (gnl.) or linear 
degenerate (Ldg.) in each characteristic field: 
ox; * p + 0 for iE{p, ,..., p,}C(1,2,...,72), I&.> 
Vhi - p =_ 0 for i 6 iPI ,..., PJ. wk.) 
From identities (10) and (14), we may choose a proper sign for E” so that these 
hypothesis are equivalent to 
Yiii > O 
ygii = 0 
for i E: (pi ,..., p,f-, (gd.) 
for i $b ,.-, A-1. Wk.1 
Waves pertaining to g.nl. fields are called nonlirzear waves. Thus when wi E 0 
for all i E (p, ,..., p,>, then u is said to consist of lkrear waves only. We assume 
that linear waves do not generate nonlinear waves: 
yfjk FEZ 0 for ~~~P,,...,P,~ md j,k$ip,,...,p,j. iA! 
It is noted that because of (13) and (15) when the initial data U(X, 0) consists 
of linear waves only, then u(x, t), t >, 0, will consist of linear waves. Assumption 
(A) is satisfied for the following cases. 
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(i) y  = n, i.e., the system is g.nl. This case has been treated in John [3]. 
(ii) y  = 0, i.e., the system is I.dg. In this case we will show that the 
solution does not generate singularities and approaches traveling waves. 
(iii) P = n - 1, i.e., only one field is I.dg. In this case assumption (A) 
is a consequence of (15). When the initial data consists of linear waves only, 
then (13), (15) and (A) imply that the solution is a traveling wave. 
The gas dynamics equations in the Lagrangian coordinates: 
Ut $ P, = 0 (conservation of momentum) 
vt - u, = 0 (conservation of mass) 
E, + (Pz& = 0 (conservation of energy) 
always has one l.dg. field because X, = 0. The other two characteristic fields 
are g.nl. if 
Here P, v, s, e and u are respectively the pressure, specific volume, entropy, 
internal energy and velocity of the gas, and E = e + G/2 is the total energy 
of the gas. The initial data consists of linear waves if the pressure P(x, 0) and 
the velocity U(X, 0) are constant. It is clear from the gas equations that the 
solution is then a traveling wave with speed X, = 0. then initial velocity 
and pressure are not constant our Theorem implies that shock waves must 
form in the gas. 
The condition (A) is necessary for our theorem to hold in general, i.e., when 
(A) is violated there usually exist initial data containing nonlinear waves and 
yet the solutions do not develop singularities. This can be seen easily from 
the following consideration. Given T > 0, let u(x, t) be so chosen that 
q(x, T) = 0 for i E (pi ,..., p,}, and zui(x, T) f 0 when 01~ < x < pi and 
i $ ($5 ,.**t p,.}. Then U(X, t), t > T consists of traveling waves and does not 
develop singularities if pi < aj for i < j. We then solve the initial value 
problem backward in time to find U(X, 0). When condition (A) fails U(X, 0) 
in general contains nonlinear waves (cf. (13)). Nevertheless, our techniques 
can be used to show that singularities still develop even if condition (A) fails 
provided that the amount of nonlinear waves is not small as compared to the 
amount of all initial waves. The magneto-hydrodynamics equations do not 
satisfy condition (A). Transverse and entropy waves may generate slow and 
fast waves. When slow and fast waves are not weak as compared with the 
transverse and entropy waves, then the shock waves must develop. 
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3. THE UNCOUPLING OF THE SOLUTION 
We assume that the initial data have compact support. 
and are near zero. This is the case if 
is small. By resealing the variable x, we assume that 
/ zl,(x)l = 0 for /XI >,Q, 
and 
444 I9 = sup --&- 
x I I Y 
is small. The amount of nonlinear waves in U,,(X) is measured by 
which is small because 8 is small (cf. (6)). (16) and (17) imply 
From (0, +) and (0, -4) respectively we draw an n-characteristic x - q.(t) 
and an l-characteristic x = q(t). Assuming that u(x, t) is smooth, then it 
follows from (13) that 
24(x, t) = 0 for x < xl(t) or x > q(t). 
I f  further U(X, t) is uniformly bounded then 
D(t) = x,(t) - q(t) = O(t + 1). 
The hyperbolicity of the system (1) implies that characteristic curves from 
(q(t), t) and (x,(t), t) do not interpret after time 
t’ = O(1) D(t) 
for some constant O(1) independent of t. It fohows from the last two identities 
that there exists a constant E > 1 independent of t such that characteristic 
waves C,~(P) and C,‘(E”), j, k = 1, 2 ,..., n, from (x&Z”), F) and (x,(E*?‘), Em), 
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nz = 1,2,..., do not intersect after time C *~+l (cf. Fig. 1) and &l(O) and C/(O) 
do not intersect after time E. Moreover, we have 
D(E”‘) = O(1) E’“, In = 1, 2,... (21) 
for some O(1) independent of WI.. 
C; (Emi C; (Em) 
-I- 
+-D(Em)+ 
.t 
X 
FIGURE 1 
The region between Ckl and Ckr is denoted by R, (cf. Fig. 1). The supremum 
and variation of the solutions are measured by 
Wl(E”) = sup(l w&, t)/ 1 i#{pr ,...,p,}; E” 6 t 6 Em+l}, 
(A) G’2b) 
I(E”) = sup /JzSt)ERifPj 1 W&Y, t)l dx 1 i = 1, 2,..., ~2; 
The coupling of the solution is measured by 
En’ < t d P+ll. 
(224 
V(Em) = sup {I w.@, t)], i = l,..., n; E”” < t < E”+l}. (22d) 
h t&P) . P 
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The following lemma is basic for our further developments. 
(23b) 
QE”) = O,(l)B + f (o,(l)e>~+l. (234 
k=l 
fqjp”) = (o,(l)e)l+~‘~“-‘, 
Here M is so chosen that 
992 = 1, 2,*.,, fwi - 1. (234 
jpf & 413 (23) 
Proof. We will prove the lemma along with the follolving estimate 
zI(x, t> < l/s for t < E’?- (25) 
by induction on m. We now show that the lemma holds for m = f . It follows 
from (13) that wi(x, it) is dominated by the solution x(t) of the ordinary dif- 
ferential equation 
dz = Jy 
dt ’ 
z(0) = sup j W&z, O)l 
r = ,*;;w& -7, !i:%~m(zl): 
2, .,’ I 
so long as (25) is satisfied. Since x(O) = O(8) by (6) and (17>, it follows from 
the above formulas that 
This implies that for small @ (251, and therefore (23b), holds for m = 1. By 
(23b), (13) and condition A it follows that (23a) holds for m = 1. The identity 
(23~) for ‘IIE = 1 is easy consequence of (23b) for m = 1 and the estimate (21). 
To prove (23d) we introduce 
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The i-characteristic curve through (N, t) # I&(O) originates from ( y, 0) which 
is not on the support of u(x, 0). Therefore by integrating (13) and using (23b) 
for II? = 1 we have 
khence it follows that for small 0. 
V(0) = O(fP). 
Using the same argument and the above estimate we have 
V(E) == O(V(O))(~(1’(0) + W) 
=: O(82) 
‘ivhich is (23d) for nx = 1. 
To finish the proof, we have to show that the lemma holds for II? = q + 1 
provided that it already holds for m = q. We define for 7 > EqR, 
Q(EQ; T) z sup (I wi(x, t)l I Eq < t G ~1, 
‘., (a,&,@) 
I(Eq T) E sup fs 1 eui(x, t)! dt [ Cj is any j-characteristic curve which 
i,j cj 
We have from the induction hypothesis that 
Fvp(EQfl; Eqfl) = E fi (1 + (O,(l)@“) 
1 
1 - O,(l) Eq+% (264 ?C=l 
#$(E”+‘; EQ+l) = O,(l)8 i (0,(l)6’)k+1 
k=l 
(26b) 
G’fW 
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Suppose that 
I(EQ; T) = j ) zu&, t)\ at, i +j, 
c5 
for some Ci in R,(D) n {(x, t) ! E q+l < t < T>. Each (x, t) is connected to 
a unique ( y, E*-kl) by an i-characteristic curve. This relation is denoted by 
x = si( y, t). By the chain rule we have 
T(E@; 7) = O(1) j j Z’i(“i(-y, t), t)\ dy (27? 
cj 
Note that 
ady, t) = W(%b~, t)), 
dzu&(y, t), t) 
at at 
- aw.i . 
dti 
Thus it follows from (lo), (13) and (14) that 
By integrating (29) and using (14b) we have 
“‘-;(qy, t), t) = wi(xi(y, E*+l), EQfl) 
axf( y, Ey+l) 
ay 
(29) 
(30) 
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It follows from (27) and (30) that 
f(Eq; T) = l(E$ EP+~) + O(l)[(li7((E; 7))’ E”+l 
+ I?(Eg; T) f(E”; T)](T - Eq+“), (3lc) 
where we have used the fact that the area of B is O(~)(T - E*+l) EQ+~ (cf. (21)) 
and the identities 
s 
A 1 v&(y, t), y)l dt dy = o(l)(T - EQ+~) ~(E~EQ; T) 
(cf. (27)), and 
s 
a.%(Y, t) 
aY 
dt dy = area of B. 
B 
By the induction hypothesis (23~) for m = q and (31~) we have 
I(EQ; E~fl) = O(1) O,(l)@ + i (0,(l)6)li+l 1 . (264 ?i=l 
Integrating (13) along any characteristic curve starting at t = Eq+l and using 
(Ldg.) properties, we have for 7 3 E*fl 
p(Eg; T) = p(Eg; m@+l) + o(l)(T - Eg+l) 
X [ v(Eg; T)” + O(1) ~(EQ; T) f(Ec; T)] (31d) 
@(EQ+l; T) = ri,(Eq+l; E*+l) + O(1) r((Eg; T) 
x [CT - EQ+l) ~(EY; T) + f(Eq; T) + (T - E*+l) @l(Eg+l; T)]. 
(3lb) 
Similarly, using condition (A) we have 
l%‘JEg+l; T) = &(EQ+~; E*+l) + 0(1)(-r - Eq+l) @JEg+l, T) 
X [p(Eq; 7) + i&(Eg+l; T)]. (31a) 
We note that (31a)-(31d) hold for some O(1) depending only on the system 
(I) assuming that, for instance, u is in the range (25). I f  we assume that 0 is 
so small that 
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then (26a)-(26d) imply that 
Suppose that for Eg”l < T < a!++” 
t@DfEQ+l; T) < 4eq 
-i R @+1; T) < 20,(l) se, 
f(EQ; T) & 40(l) O,(I) e0, 
V(EQ; T) < 4(o,(l)8)1+@-1, 
(34a) 
(34b) 
(34c) 
P4d) 
which is the case for T = Es+1 by (%a)-(33d). Then (2&) and (31a) imply that 
< E n (1 + (O,(l)Q)k)( 1 - O,(l) EQ+%)-1 
X-+1 (35a) 
provided that 
and 
(O,(l)@)q+l 3 SO(l)(O,(l)B)l+v’““-l Eq-bt 
O,(I) 2 40(l)& 
(364 
Similarly, (26b)-(26d) and (31b)-(31d) imply thItt 
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provided that 
041) 2 Odl)E and 1 > 20(1)[2(0,(1)B)1~v’~-1 + 40,(l) e0 + O,(l) eB], 
(38b) 
O,(l) > 4[0,(1) E(0,(1)~?)~+“‘@-” + 4(0,(1)0)“+~-‘1 E*+” 
1 > 40(1)(0,(l) EBF‘S” + 8(0(1)2 O,(l) eCJ. 
(369 
(364 
It is noted that (32) and (36a)-(36d) hold for sufficiently small 0 (cf. (24)) 
provided that O,(l) > O,(l) > O(1) for i = l,..., 5. Since .(35a)-(35d) is 
stronger than (34a)-(34d) because of (32), it follows from the local theory 
for quasi-linear systems (cf. [7]) that the solution for (1) and (2) exists and 
satisfies (35a)-(35d) for EQ4-l < T < E*@. (35a) and (35b) imply trivially that 
(23a) and (23b) hold for HZ = q + 1. 
It follows from (30) that (cf. 31~)) 
I(Eq+l) = I(E*) + O(1) EW(B) 
+ o( I)[( &f+; J!++~))” ,?P’-1 + @Z*; E4+2) ~(EQ; 33+2)(3$+2 - J$+1.)] 
which, because of the induction hypothesis (23~) for m = q and (35a)-(35d), 
yields that (23~) holds for m = q + 1 provided that O,( 1) > O,(l) and B is 
so small that 
3 O(l)[(EO,( 1)0))‘+-” + (E20,( 1)-28)1+v’g*-1 + 4(E0,)1+x’@-1 O,eB]. 
Similarly, it follows from (35d) and (23~) for ‘NZ = q + 1 that 
which implies that 
V(B’1) < O(1) EyT?(E*; JW))“(l - O(1) I(E*+q)-l 
< (O,( l)Ql+“‘-“*[(O( I))! Eq+l(O,( 1)8)1+‘%‘z-1) 2/@( 1 - O(I) I(JW))--11 
which is less than (O,(l)e)l+v’z* provided that B is sufficiently small. This 
proves (23d) for m = q + 1. 
We have made our estimates under the sole assumption that (25) holds. 
Since (23a)-(236) f  or m = q + 1, which we have just established, imply that 
for 0 < t < E@, 
W&) = O(l)6 and W&) = O(l)@, 
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whence we have 
u(x, t) < O(1) D(t)( IV&) + r;T’l(t)) 
< 0(1)(E”+2)(~ + 8) 
< o(l)(+q-ye + e) 
= O(1) W 
which is stronger than (25) for small 0. This completes the proof of the lemma. 
Q.E.D. 
COROLLARY. Suppose that the hypotheses of the lemma are satis-Jied and 
th.at there is no nonlinear waves in the initial data (2), i.e., E = 0. If  more@z’b 
the initial data (2) is Cie(x), h > 1, and a(u) is f?(u), then the initial oalue problem 
(1) and (2) has a global Ck(x, t) sofutiofz which tev.ds to a litlear superposition 
of traaelmg waves with speed hi(O). The rate of the convergence is e+ for swme 
positive 01 which goes to injinity as b’ goes to zero. 
Proof. That a Cl solution exists globally follows immediately from the 
lemma. We denote by (q(y, t), t) th e i-characteristic curve through (y, 0). 
We set (cf. (28)) 
pf(y, t) = k?Xi(3’, tyay, (374 
%(Y, t) = Wi(Xi(Y, t), t). (37b) 
We have from (lo), (13) and (14) that (cf. (29)) 
(13) 
Differentiating (13)’ with respect to y, we obtain from (15) and (14a) that 
where we have used the chain rule. It then follows from the above identit): 
and (38) that 
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By the chain rule we have 
&u&, t) 
%(Y, t) = ,& , x = Xi(Y, t). (40) 
We now suppose that the initial data ~(5, 0) is c”. In order to show that U(X, t) 
is Ca, we have only to show that q(y, t) is uniformly bounded for all (y, t) 
(cf. (5)). This is proved by induction using (39) and the lemma. We set 
Y(E”) = sup{oli(y, t) 1 (xi(y, t), t) E R&F), @ ,( it ,( E"+l) 
Z(EQ) = sup{~~~(y, t) j (q(y, t), t) $ &(E’I), EQ < t < E*+l) 
z 
I G sup{“(y, t) ] (+(y, t), t) $ R,(E”), EQ+l < t < Eqf2). 
i 
It follows from (39) and (15) that 
Y(Eg++l) = Y(E’I) + o(l)( w,(EQ+‘))” v(EQ; Eg+2) E’1”2 
+ o(1) I;:(E’? Eg-) l;(E’~+l) Eq- + O(1) n/,(E~+1) .@?a), 
z(E”) = z(EQ) + O(I)(S%‘JEq+1))2 F(Eq; .En+e) Eq+2 
+ o(1) @?Q; En+?) z(Eg) + O(1) r(Eg; Eq+2) Y@QI-~) J+?+z, 
Z(E’J+~) = O(l)( WJE~+l))” p(Eq; I$‘+-2) EQ+2 + O(1) @R; EQ+~) z(E~+l) 
+ O(1) ~(E’J; E@) Y(E*+‘). 
We may now use the above estimates and (34a)-(34d) and an induction process 
similar to the one used in the proof of the lemma to show that 
Y(E”) =: O(1) / sup z&(x, O)j, 
2; 
Z(E”) = (o(l)ep+a, 
which imply that U(X, t) is C2. Details are omitted. By differentiating (39) 
and using the above arguments repeatedly, we conclude that if U(X, 0) is P(x) 
then U(X, t) is Ck(x, t). 
I f  we set t = iP, then it follows from (23d) of the lemma that 
V(t) < (O,( 1)8)” < (O,( l)B)~‘~‘““t’l”gE 
= 6-m 
/3 = NIJ Iog(O,(l)f?-l~log E - co as 0 -+ 0. 
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The above estimate implies that for (x, t) $ vi R,(t) 
U(x, t) = O(1) e-st, as t + 0~1 
and that u(x, t) tends to a linear superposition of traveling waves. Details are 
omitted. QED. 
4. SINGULARITIES 
THEOREM. Suppose each characte&ic$eld for (1) is either genuine& nonhkear 
OY linearly degenerate and condition (A) holds. If the initial data u(x, 0) E C’“(x), 
has small C1 norm, (6 of (17) is su$icien.tly small), and contains zonlineur waves, 
(c of (18) is nonzero), then the solution u(x, t) of the ilzitiul value problem (1) 
and (2) is not smooth for all time, i.e., .us(x, t) becomes irzjinite in $nite time. 
Proof. Choose N large enough so that 
By (23d) of the lemma we need to choose N so that 
It follows that 
(O,(l)@N < es. 
Thus for sufficiently small B (41) holds for some positive integer N 
EN < ~-113. 
That is, (24) holds and our application of the lemma was justified. 
Since ZL(X, 0) 6 P(x), there exists a finite D, > 0 such that 
I 
awi(% 0) sup -___ = 
ax i 
D 
0’ 
i.z 
(42) 
Using (39), (40) and the similar arguments used in the proof of the c6rollary 
we conclude from the lemma and (43) that 
D = sup 
au+, t> 
__- SE O(D,). 
o&~+~ 
ax ! (44) 
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We denote by 
w, = 1 wp(xo ) EN+l)I = "YP I %(X, EN+% for some p E (pl ,..., p,}, 
i=D,....,a, 
(45a) 
(45b) 
It follows from (23a) and (41) that for small 0 
We now estimate LVP+. If  xr = x,, then JV,+ = IT’, . When xr f  x0 , i.e., 
w, = - W,(,v, ) P+l), then we will obtain in general a weaker estimate 
for TVD+. For that, we first claim that 
24(x, IPfl) = O(1) & for (x, EN+r) & u Ri(EN). (47) 
z 
To prove (47), we note that by (5), (41) and (21) 
U(Xi , E”+‘) E Hi(“(“Y,i&l ) Ev+l)) + O(1) $%-r/3, i = 1, 2,. .., 12, (48) 
where Hi(u,,) is the integral curve of p(u) through z+, and (xi , IP’+l) any point 
between Ri-r(P) and R&P). Because (~(u)},“,r are linearly independent (47) 
follows easily from (48) by the implicit function theorem. We have from (5), 
(41) and (47) that 
f  
01, 
w,(s, ENfl) pyu(x, EN+l)) dx 
4-l 
-- u(x, , EN+‘) - u(x,pl , EN+l) + o(1) ,6E-1/3 - 
= O(1) Es+. (49) 
Since U(X, E”+r) is near a constant, there is a component of the vector 
@(u(x, EN+l)) which is b ounded away from zero for all x. Thus (49) implies 
that there is a scalar functionf(x) such that 
s % w,(x, EN+l)f(x) dx = O(1) 65%, xp-1 (50) 
and 
c, > f(x) > c, > 0 (51) 
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for some positive constants C, and C, depending only on the system (1). The 
integral in (50) is split into 
s 
r n 
;io&, E-l )f(x) dx = j w-f(x) dx + j zu+f(x) dx (52) 
“a-1 
‘w+ = max(w,(x, ENfl), 0) 
w- = min(w,(x, EN+‘), 0). 
Because of (44) and (46) j wD(x, EN”)\ > ~14 for / x - x,, / < e/40 and so 
Since wp(x, .P’+l) < WD+, we have from (50)-(53) that 
2 b p s w&, ENfIx 5-l , f(x) dx + / j zu -f(x) dx j 
whence we conclude that for some positive constant K, 
F&+ > K& 
which, due to (41) implies that 
(“Tl , tj E R,(EN). 
For t > EQ+r we set 
(541 
(55) 
I(IP; f) = SUP /j 1 ZQ(S, s)l ds : Cj anyj-characteristic curve i + j which 
x,-i cj 
lies in R#P) n ((x, s) : s < tji 
I’ 
&EN; t) = sup(length of any Cj i + j in R&EN) n ((x, S) : s < t>>, 
t 
V(EN; t) z sup (1 w,(x, s)l : EQ < s < t}. 
h,&Ri(E-N) 
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Similar to (31~) and (31d) we have 
I(EN; t) =I(EN) + O(l)[( V(E”; t))’ S(EN; t) + [/(EN; t)f(EN; t)](t - EN) (56a) 
V&Q”; t) = V(EN) + O(l)[( l’(EN; t)>“(t - B”) + V(E”; t) I(EN; t)]. (56b) 
We have, analogous to (48), for (xi , t) between Rimr(P) and R&P’) 
and so 
u(xi , t) E f&(u(xi-, , t)) + O(1) V(EN; t)(t - Ev) 
/ u(xi , t)] = O(1) V(P’; t)(t - EN). 
In particular the boundary curves of &(EN) are parallel, modulo an error 
of the order O(1) V(EN; t)(t - EN). As an easy consequence we have 
S(E”; t) = O(l)[E’” + (t - EN)” V&EN; t)]. (56~) 
(56a), (56b) and (56~) hold under the sole assumption that U(X, t) be smooth 
and near constant. U(X, t) is near constant if 
and 
I(E”; t) = O(l)@, (57a) 
V(i(E”; t) = O(1) V(P) = O(1) 8. (57b) 
Similar arguments used to prove the lemma from (31a)-(31d) may be applied 
here. We conclude from (56a), (56b) and (56~) that when B is sufficiently small 
(57a) and (57b) hold for 
EN < t < c4. (58) 
Finally we use (54) and (57b) to show that ZU,(X, t) becomes infinite in finite 
time. We know that zue(xl , t) = II’P+. Through (x1 , t) we draw a p-charac- 
teristic curve Cz. Denote by djdt the derivative d/d&, along Cz. We have from 
(13), (41) and (55) that 
dw 2 = yp&) w,2 + O(w,@ + S) 
dt 
for t < cV4. (59) 
For small E, (54) implies that the right hand side of (59) is positive for t = ENfl. 
Therefore wg is increasing at t = E ‘v+l. This in turn implies that the right 
hand side of (59) is increasing and therefore we conclude that w, is increasing 
along Cz in t for t < E-~. In particular we have from (54) that for small E 
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Thus zo,(r, t) becomes infinite at time 
It should be noted that t, < 6-4 for small E, i.e., (58) is satisfied and our usage 
of f57b) was justified. This completes the proof of the theorem. Q.E.D. 
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